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Rabbit
~ d addv

Peacock
of glue

to the bottom of an
ear and pinch in
half. Repeat with
the other ear and

allow to dry.

Sandwich the
'pinched' ends of
the ears between
the 2 body pieces.

Stick the &Amy, bow tie and cheeks onto he body.
Finally, odd 2 wobbly eyes and a porn porn nose.
Bee
Dab a thin line of glue on one side
of each of the antennae pieces and
fold in half as shown.

Sandwich 3 Feathers and
the beak bekeen the 2
body pieces.
Glue on the crown, wing
and wobbly eye.
Finally, decorate the tail
feathers witb felt circles
and sequins.

Bat

Use greaseproof paper and a p c i l to trace he
template. Fold the piece of shiny paper in half,
shiny sides together. Turn the greaseproof paper
over and lay it on top. Trace the
firsf mncil line to transfer the
1

-

design.
Cut through the dotted line and
carefully cut out the wing
shapes. Sandwich the wings,
shiny sides out, between the 2

body pieces.
Sandwich fhe antennae and the wings between h e 2 body pieces.
Stick he stripes onto the body.
Finally, add the mouth and 2 wobbly eyes.

Glue the heud onto he body.
Finally, stick the mouth, fangs and 2 wobbly eyes onto the face.

Making the Strrnd Up Theatre:
Tape edges together at he top and fold the bottom edge forward.
Use with your puppets to prforrn your own stories and plays.

Panda

Glue he 2 body pieces together.
Stick h e head, bamboo and urnis onto he body.
Cut out a small piece of purple felt br the nose.
Stick the ears, facial markings, nose and mouth
onto h e head.
Finally, add 2 wobbly eyes.
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